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eTable 1. Health state cutpoints for radius and sum total degrees of the patient’s visual 
field  

Moderate 
VI Severe VI Profound VI  CF 

HM, LP, 
NLP 

Radius >10 6-10 2-6 <=2 N/A 

Sum Total 
Degrees 

>240 144-240 48-144 <=48 N/A 

 
Abbreviations: VI – Visual Impairment; CF - Count Fingers; HM - Hand Motion; LP - Light Perception; NLP - No 
Light Perception. 
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eTable 2. Definition of health states  
 
 Worst of: 
 Visual Acuity (VA) 

(LogMAR) Or 
Visual Field (VF) 

(Sum Total Degrees) 
HS1: Moderate VI VA<1 Or VF>240 
HS2: Severe VI   VA≥1 and VA<1.4 Or VF≤240 and VF>144 
HS3: Profound VI VA≥1.4 and VA<1.8 Or VF≤144 and VF>48 
HS4: CF VA≥1.8 and VA<3* Or VF≤48 
HS5: HM, LP, NLP VA≥3 or indications 

of HM, LP, NLP* 
 - 

 
Abbreviations: CF - Count Fingers; HM - Hand Motion; LP - Light Perception; NLP - No Light Perception; VI – 
Visual Impairment. 
* VA ≥2 are not typically actual measurements but imputed values of VA, given they had to move to a different 
system (i.e., count fingers, hand motion, LP, NLP). The imputed measures are determined using the Halliday scale.1 
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eMethods. Further Details 
 
Model structure 
LogMAR scores were used to measure VA in the natural history study and the VN clinical trials 
program.  Table 12-2 from the AMA Guides defines impairment categories based on VA 
measures.  Cut points between visual impairment (VI) categories were translated from Snellen 
into LogMAR in order to relate the categories to the available data. Along with the clinical 
information, there are also brief descriptions of the functional abilities associated with the 
categories. The VI categories (moderate low vision, severe low vision, profound low vision, 
near-blindness and blindness) provide the basis for the model health states. 

 
The AMA also provides VF cut points for the same disability states based on the average radius 
(see Table 12-5 from the AMA Guidelines). “Sum Total Degrees” was used to measure VF in 
the natural history study and the VN clinical trials program.  Specifically, this is the sum of the 
24 radians measured based on the Goldmann visual field test using the III4e target.  To relate this 
to the AMA guidelines, we converted Sum Total Degrees by dividing by 24 to determine the 
average radius of the visual field.  We assumed a concentric effect of VF loss to determine the 
sum total degrees based on the AMA radius cut points.  The first cut point value of 240 was 
based on 20 degrees diameter being considered legally blind,2 and 10 degrees radius x 24 
meridians = 240 total sum degrees.  (Another cut point could be 235 based on the International 
Council of Ophthalmology (ICO) definition of legal blindness (1400 total sum degrees is 
considered normal, and 1/6 field is considered legally blind by the ICO, then 1400/6 = 235)).3  
Thus, VF can be mapped to measures of VI that correspond to the VI measures used for VA. 
This provides a cohesive way to consider VI, accounting for both VA and VF deterioration over 
the progression of the disease. For reference see eTable 1 and eTable 2. 
 
Clinical trials data 
Standard care (SC) patients were included in the analysis if they had at least two observations in 
the natural history data, so that a change in visual impairment level could be observed.  
 
The VN sample includes all patients who participated in clinical trial AAV2-hRPE65v2-301 
(‘301’, ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier NCT00999609).  
 
For modelling the initial distribution of patients across health states, both Control and Treatment 
patients were included, and thus the baseline distribution combines the two treatment arms. For 
modelling the treatment effect of VN, only the effect of the initial Treatment group relative to the 
Control group in the CT was used.   
 
 eTable 3 presents baseline characteristics for the VN and SC samples used in this analysis. The 
average age of patients is slightly younger in the SC sample relative to the VN sample. The SC 
cohort has a longer average follow up than the VN sample, since the 301 trial only has three full 
years of follow-up data, collected yearly after the first year.  Patients in the SC sample were 
slightly younger at first visit than patients initiating treatment in the clinical trial (10 years v. 15 
years).  
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Multistate survival model  
Parameter estimates for the natural history model of progressive vision loss in SC-treated 
patients are reflected in eTable 4. Age was included as a covariate in the model and set to 15 
years for the base case. The coefficients from the model and goodness of fit characteristics 
appear in eTable 4.  A Weibull distribution was chosen as the preferred parametric distribution 
for the survival models, as it resulted in the lowest AIC and BIC values compared to models 
using exponential, Gompertz, loglogistic, lognormal, and generalized gamma distributions. Cost-
utility results did not vary greatly when other distributions were assumed. 
 
 
VN treatment effect 
In years two and three of the model’s horizon, it was assumed that treated patients maintain the 
distribution across health states from year one; this assumption was based on lack of statistically 
significant difference in VA and VF measures after year one of the phase three trial. The average 
VA at year one was 0.97 LogMAR with a standard deviation of 0.54 for VN patients, and at year 
three was 0.98 LogMAR with a standard deviation of 0.59. The average GVF at year one was 
673.9 sum total degrees with a standard deviation of 423.7 for VN patients and at year three was 
625.9 sum total degrees with a standard deviation of 413.3. A comparison of the means 
suggested no meaningful change in the treatment effect; however, the sample sizes for this study 
were quite small.   
 
 
Adverse events 
Adverse events were not included in this analysis, as VN is generally well-tolerated and adverse 
events were mostly mild to moderate in severity.  Two patients experienced retinal tears during 
the intervention, but these were treated (with laser retinopexy) during the VN administration 
procedure.  Two patients experienced macular holes in the phase three clinical trial; however, the 
macular hole for both patients resolved without surgical intervention.   
 

Mortality risk 
Relative risks of death from blindness as estimated in Christ et al., 2014,4 are mapped to our 
health states (see eTable 5), and in each cycle, multiplied by the corresponding probability of 
death based on US life tables.  We assume that 20/80 Snellen (US) vision from Christ et al. 
approximates HS1: Moderate VI in our model, and that 20/200 approximates all other health 
states.  These inputs are likely conservative, given that the most visually impaired category for 
which relative risk of death is estimates in Christ et al. 2014 is 20/200, which aligns with the start 
of the “Severe VI” state in the AMA Guides; patients with more severe visual impairment could 
have higher risk of mortality. 
 
Direct costs 
The data for the analysis derive from a 2009 questionnaire of 200 consecutive patients with 
neovascular age-related macular degeneration (AMD) who agreed to participate in the study.5 

Costs for the first two categories were averaged for the direct medical cost estimate for the HS1 
(Moderate VI) health state, and costs for 20/200 – 20/400 were used for the HS2 (Severe VI) 
health state. The HS3 (Profound VI) health state costs were based on an average of the last two 
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categories (20/200 – 20/400 and 20/800 – NLP) and the HS4 (CF) and HS5 (HM/LP/NLP) states 
were represented by costs for the 20/800 – NLP category.   
 
Direct ophthalmic medical costs were defined as “1) physicians/other providers, 2) fundus 
photography, 3) fluorescein angiography, 4) optical coherence tomography, 5) indocyanine green 
angiography, 6) laser photocoagulation, 7) intravitreal drug (ranibizumab, bevacizumab, and 
corticosteroid) injections, and 8) photodynamic therapy with verteporfin.” For ophthalmic-
related costs, “[t]he physician/provider and pharmaceutical costs associated with depression 
specifically related to a participant’s ophthalmic condition were recorded, as were costs for 
trauma specifically due to visual impairment. Depression costs included providers and 
medication expenditures. No one was admitted as an inpatient for depression. The trauma 
category included those for fractured hips, vertebrae, long bones, and hand and foot bones. The 
average national Medicare costs for providers, imaging, drugs, acute care hospitals, skilled 
nursing facilities, rehabilitation, and nursing homes were included. Systemic direct medical costs 
outside vision-related depression and trauma were not included.”6  
 
Indirect costs 

Productivity Loss  
 
eTable 6 provides the annual productivity loss for visually impaired and blind individuals by 
level of educational attainment. eTable 7 provides the completion rates of high school and 
college by VA level. 
 
Caregiver Burden 
 
eTable 8 provides the annual productivity loss for caregivers broken out by whether they are 
caring for children or adult and by VA level. 
 
Costs from the first two categories of eTable 8 were averaged to determine costs for HS1 
(Moderate VI). HS2 (Severe VI) and HS3 (Profound VI) were assigned costs associated with the 
third category (LogMAR of 1 to <2) and HS4 (CF) and HS5 (HM/LP/NLP) were assigned 
caregiver costs associated with the final category (LogMAR >=2). 
 
Government Programs 
 
The following government programs were considered in the analysis: American Printing House 
for the Blind (APH), National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped (NLS), 
Supplementary Security Income (SSI), Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program  
(SNAP), Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), Committee for Purchase from People who 
are Blind or Severely Disabled (renamed AbilityOne) (CPPB). eTable 9 summarizes the annual 
per-patient total cost of government programs, by age and VA level. 
 
 
Values for those aged over 18 were averaged across the categories 20 to 64 and 65+, and those 
under 18 were assigned values from the first age group.  Government program costs associated 
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with visual impairment where LogMAR <1 were assigned to HS1 (Moderate VI), all other health 
states were assigned the government program costs associated with the legal blindness category 
(LogMAR ≥1). 
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eTable 3. Baseline characteristics for visual impairment analysis 
 

Descriptor VN SC 
Sample size 31 63 
Follow-up length (years)* 
   Mean 2.4 8.9 
   Standard deviation 1.3 7.4 
   Min 0.0 0.0 
   Max 4.2 28.7 
   Male (n, %) 13 (41.9%) 27 (42.9%) 
   White (n, %) 21 (67.7%) 44 (69.8%) 
Age at first visit (years) 
   Mean 15.1 10.3 
   Standard deviation 10.9 10.5 
   Min 4 1 
   Max 44 39 

 
Abbreviations: VN – Voretigene neparvovec-rzyl; SC – Standard care. 
Note: VN patients who were part of the control arm were only considered to be “followed-up” for one year, as after 
that point in time, they received VN treatment. 
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eTable 4. Multistate survival model coefficient estimates from natural history analysis: 
Progression estimates for SC treated patients 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Covariate Coefficient Standard Error 
Transition 2 -2.08 1.06 
Transition 3 -2.08 1.06 
Transition 4 -17.43 2159.58 
Transition 5 -0.45 0.50 
Transition 6 -1.04 0.58 
Transition 7 -17.52 1699.02 
Transition 8 -0.18 0.51 
Transition 9 -17.53 1851.15 
Transition 10  -1.45 0.74 
Age 0.07 0.02 
Constant -14.12 1.85 
Ln(p) 0.49 0.13 
 

  

  Sample N, fit 
Sample size 263 
Log likelihood -72.09 
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eTable 5. Relative risk of dying for each health state 
 
  
  HS1: 

Moderate VI 
HS2:  

Severe VI 
HS3: 

Profound VI HS4: CF 
HS5: HM, 
LP, NLP 

Hazard ratio, 
mean (95% CI) 

1.08 
(1.02 – 1.15) 

1.18 
(1.15 – 1.32) 

1.18 
(1.15 – 1.32) 

1.18 
(1.15 – 1.32) 

1.18 
(1.15 – 1.32) 

 
Abbreviations:  CF - Count Fingers; CI – Confidence Interval; HM – Hand Motion; LP – Light Perception; NLP – 
No Light Perception; VI – Visual Impairment.   
Source: Table 3, Baseline VA levels through IADL levels, in Christ SL, et al., 2014.4 
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eTable 6. Annual productivity loss for visually impaired and blind individuals, by level of 
educational attainment 
 
 
 Visually impaired Blind 

  
Up to high 

school 
Attended 

college 
Up to high 

school 
Attended 

college 
Productivity loss, 
mean across all ages 

$15,075.98 $22,661.68 $15,614.41 $52,877.25 

 

Source: Jensen et al., 2018.7  
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eTable 7. Completion rates of high school and college, by VA level 
 

LogMAR 
range High school College+ 

<.5 0.68 0.32 
.5 to <1 0.745 0.255 
1 to <2 0.81 0.19 

2+ 0.81 0.19 
 

Source: Jensen et al., 2018.7 
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eTable 8. Caregiver productivity loss, by VA range and age group of their patient 
 

LogMAR 
range of 
patient 

Age group of patient 

Adult Child 
<.5 $1,006 $1,580 

.5 to <1 $10,460 $16,438 

1 to <2 $34,744 $54,597 

2+ $69,702 $72,590 
 

Source: Jensen et al., 2018.7 
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eTable 9. Annual per-patient total cost of government programs, by age and VA level 
 

Age LogMAR <1 LogMAR 1+ 
0 to 19 $996 $2286 

20 to 64 $1900 $3697 
65 + $996 $1879 

 

Source: Jensen et al., 2018.7 
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eFigure 1. Percentage reduction in long-term treatment effect after year three and ICER 
with and without indirect costs 
 

 
Note: Negative ICERs are not shown; where the blue line is at $0 ICER, voretigene neparvovec-rzyl (VN) is less 
costly and produces more quality-adjusted life years; VN is strictly dominant compared to standard care. 
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eFigure 2a-d. Markov traces for sensitivity analyses varying duration of long-term treatment effect 

 

 
a. 5% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year three 

 
b. 10% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year three 
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c. 50% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year three 

 
d. 100% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year three 

 
Abbreviations: CF – count fingers; HM/LP/NLP – hand motion/light perception/no light perception; HS1– Health 
State 1; HS2 – Health State 2; HS3 – Health State 3; HS4 – Health State 4; VI – Visual impairment. 
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eAppendix 1. External validity of natural history analysis 
 
Given the rarity of the disease, there was little information available for external validation. 
However, Chung et al., 2019 reported that in a natural-history study of RPE65-mediated IRD 
patients, mean VA (LogMAR) rose to > 3 at age 34-36 years, at which age mean visual field 
(sum total degrees) had fallen to approximately 100, suggesting that patients progress to the HS5 
(HM/LP/NLP) health state by their mid-thirties.8 As reflected in Figure 2 (see the “SC” panel), 
the majority of the modeled SC cohort progresses to HS5 (HM/LP/NLP) by early-to-mid thirties, 
suggesting broad alignment of modeled outcomes with natural-history progression. This 
external-validation comparison was presented at an advisory-board meeting of 12 experts from 
different leading ophthalmology centers in the US. The experts indicated that while in 
exceptional cases patients may not progress to HM/LP/NLP by their early thirties, patients likely 
to receive VN treatment would be expected to progress at a rate similar to that reflected by the 
model. 
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eAppendix 2. Notes about cost-effectiveness thresholds for cost-effectiveness analysis 
comparing voretigene neparvovec to standard care 
In the analysis conducted, a cost-effectiveness threshold of $150,000 per quality-adjusted life year 
(QALY) was used, in alignment with general practice in the United States. As Neumann et al. 
(2014)9 observe:  
 

"Given the evidence suggesting that $50,000 per QALY is too low in the United States, it 
might best be thought of as an implied lower boundary. Instead, we would recommend 
that analysts use $50,000, $100,000, and $200,000 per QALY. If one had to select a 
single threshold outside the context of an explicit resource constraint or opportunity cost, 
we suggest using either $100,000 or $150,000." 

 
It should be noted, however, that a lack of consensus exists regarding whether a single cost-
effectiveness threshold should (i) be used across all evaluations of different types; and (ii) be 
applied as a fixed threshold at all, especially for evaluation of therapies for ultra-rare diseases 
(i.e., orphan drugs), such as RPE65-mediated IRD. 
 
Rationale for higher thresholds for innovative, ultra-orphan drugs 
 
Arguments for application of different cost-effectiveness thresholds for ultra-orphan drugs are 
often motivated by considerations for aligning allocation of healthcare spending with societal 
preferences. Certain studies suggest that people are willing to sacrifice some cost-efficiency in 
order to achieve equity in access to medicines. 10-14  In particular, preferences have been shown for 
giving priority to treatments for more severe and urgent conditions. 15-18  Some – albeit not all – 
studies have also indicated a preference for assigning higher priority to treatments for younger 
patients19,20 (although it has been difficult to quantify the magnitude of this preference) and for 
patients with rare diseases.15,21 These facets of a disease/patient population are particularly relevant 
to patients with rare diseases, who often have high unmet need (due to lack of availability of other 
effective treatments) and commonly present with disease in childhood (e.g., for genetic rare 
diseases). Application of fixed thresholds across evaluations may also limit scientific spillover 
effects of innovation. 22 Research clarifying the societal preferences for allocation of healthcare 
spending has been recommended to inform adjustments to cost-effectiveness thresholds. 
 
Societal preference for equity in health for patients with rare diseases is illustrated by major 
regulatory policy such as the Orphan Drug Act (ODA) of 1983. The ODA sought to facilitate drug 
development for diseases that affect limited patient populations, due to the concern that companies 
viewed pursuing these therapies as undesirable because the small patient populations they would 
serve presented limited commercial opportunity. 23 The ODA therefore provided tax incentives, 
research subsidies, and extended patent protection to promote the development of orphan drugs. 
While such regulatory policy has been effective in promoting development of orphan drugs, since 
2000, it has been observed that patient access to such drugs is significantly limited by market-
access/reimbursement restrictions such as application of cost-effectiveness thresholds.24 
Consequently, without adjustments to cost-effectiveness thresholds for rare-disease therapies, 
conflicting objectives of regulatory and market-access/ reimbursement policies may yield 
inefficient societal outcomes. As observed by Drummond et al. (2007),25  “[i]t does not make much 
sense (in terms of efficiency) for the public system to fund or subsidize R&D on orphan drugs and 
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later not reimburse the resulting innovations. This strategy will lead to a waste of R&D resources 
(if the products are finally not used) and discourage future investment on R&D on orphan drugs.” 
 
In both the UK and the Netherlands, the health-technology-assessment (HTA) bodies (NICE and 
Zorginstituut Nederland) have taken steps to adjust cost-per-QALY thresholds for the magnitude 
of health gains associated with a new therapy (QALY gains) and for disease severity, 
respectively.26-28 NICE’s thresholds for innovative, ultra-rare disease therapies (“highly 
specialized technologies”) range from £100,000 to £300,000 per QALY, compared to the 
traditional thresholds of £20,000 to £30,000. While challenges persist around determining optimal 
variation of thresholds, efforts are being made to better account for societal preferences in 
allocation of healthcare budgets.  
 
ICER noted that in its report on the cost-effectiveness of VN: “However, it should be noted that 
for ultra-rare diseases such as this, decision-makers in the US and in international settings often 
give special weighting to other benefits and contextual considerations… that lead to coverage and 
funding decisions at higher prices, and thus higher cost-effectiveness ratios, than may be applied 
to decisions about other treatments.”29 
 
Rationale against using fixed thresholds 
 
As described above, if cost-effectiveness thresholds are to be applied in economic evaluation, to 
better align allocation of healthcare spending with societal preferences, adjustments to thresholds 
may be required across different evaluations.  
 
It should be noted, however, that US guidelines for cost-effectiveness analysis, as specified in the 
Second Panel on Cost Effectiveness, recommend against strict application of fixed thresholds.30 
 

“Because few decision makers in the United States or elsewhere use strict cost-
effectiveness thresholds for decision making, conclusions about the cost-effectiveness of 
an intervention should be framed with respect to the decision context and how the 
specific set of results can aid and inform decision making. Comparison with one specific 
threshold should be avoided (unless appropriate for the decision context); analysts 
should instead highlight how clinical or policy recommendations might change with 
consideration of a range of thresholds. Comparing cost-effectiveness results with those of 
similar interventions is also recommended.  The discussion section of the journal article 
is the appropriate place to consider these issues.” 
 

This view of the use case for cost-effectiveness analysis was shared in stipulations made in the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010.31 
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eTable 10. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of VN vs. SC in two-way sensitivity 
analysis of VN and SC costs, excluding indirect costs 
 

  Change to supportive-care costs 

  -50% -25% 0% 25% 50% 

Change 
to VN 
price 

-50% $40,050 $37,273 $34,497 $31,720 $28,943 
-25% $62,610 $59,834 $57,057 $54,281 $51,504 

0% $85,171 $82,394 $79,618 $76,841 $74,065 

25% $107,732 $104,955 $102,179 $99,402 $96,625 

50% $130,292 $127,516 $124,739 $121,963 $119,186 
 
Abbreviation: VN – voretigene neparvovec-rzyl. 
Note: Supportive care costs are direct medical costs related to health states. 
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eTable 11. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of VN vs. SC in two-way sensitivity 
analysis of VN and SC costs, including indirect costs 
 

  Change to supportive-care costs 

  -50% -25% 0% 25% 50% 

Change 
to VN 
price 

-50% -$99,026* -$101,803* -$104,579* -$107,356* -$110,132* 
-25% -$76,465* -$79,242* -$82,019* -$84,795* -$87,572* 

0% -$53,905* -$56,681* -$59,458* -$62,234* -$65,011* 

25% -$31,344* -$34,121* -$36,897* -$39,674* -$42,450* 

50% -$8,784* -$11,560* -$14,337* -$17,113* -$19,890* 
 
Abbreviations: SC – standard care ; VN – voretigene neparvovec-rzyl. 
* VN reduces costs and increases quality-adjusted life years compared to SC 
Note: Supportive care costs are direct medical costs related to health states. 
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eFigure 3a-d. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for sensitivity analyses on the PSA 
 

 
a. 5% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year three 

 
b. 10% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year 
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c. 50% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year 

 
d. 100% reduction in long-term treatment effect after year 

 
Abbreviations: PSA – Probabilistic sensitivity analysis; QALY– quality-adjusted life year; VN – voretigine 
neparvovec-rzyl; SC – standard care. 
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